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Lesson 1
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Inspiring ideas
Reading

E
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Pupil’s Book pages 22–23

•	If a team takes longer than five seconds to
suggest a word, they must stop and the other
team continues until they also have no more
words.
•	Count the words in each colour to see who won.
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Learning objectives: Read an information text; Skim
to check information
Vocabulary: aim, attitude, develop (developed), fail,
narrow-minded, navigate, open-minded, progress,
succeed (succeeded), upside-down
Resources: PK - Unit 2, Lesson 1, Vocabulary tool;
TRC - Vocabulary 1 worksheet; PRC - Review audio
track 1.7
Materials: Class Audio CD1

Warm-up: Alphabet countries

FR
EE

•	Write the alphabet on the board in four columns
(A–G, H–N, O–U, V–Z) with space to write a
word after each letter.
•	Divide the class into two teams. The teams take
turns and have five seconds each time to think of
a country starting with one of the letters – only
one country per letter. Write each team’s words in
a different colour next to the letters.
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Look at the article and the map.
Answer the questions.

	•	Have the children look at the map and ask what
is unusual about it. (The map is upside-down
compared to most maps of the world.)
	•	Give the children some thinking time for questions
2 and 3 before asking for their suggestions. Do not
confirm or reject any answers yet.
	•	Ask the children where they think this text comes
from. (non-fiction, possibly a history book)

Answers: 1 The map is upside-down. 2 To make
people think about why north is usually at the top of
a map. 3 Children’s own answers.

= Teacher’s Resource Centre

PPK

= Pupil’s Practice Kit
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	•	Give the children a few minutes to scan the text and
check their answers to the questions in Activity 1.
	•	Ask them how many quiz questions they answered
correctly. Say numbers 1–4 and have the children
raise their hands for the number of correct answers
they got.
	•	Play the audio if the children need additional
support.

3 Look at the vocabulary panel above. Find

the words in the text. Use the context to
work out what they mean.

•	Play Disappearing words (see Games Bank,
pages 14–17) with the vocabulary from this lesson.

Workbook page 18
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	•	Children scan the text to find the words in the
vocabulary panel.
	•	Ask children to look at the words before and after
the words in bold to help them work out their
meaning from the context.
	•	Have the children explain the meaning of the words
in bold.
	•	Ask them to check their answers in the dictionary
on page 135 of the Pupil’s Book.
	•	Then use the dictionary on page 135 to give
definitions in the following order to elicit the words:
progress, attitude, navigate, develop, succeed, fail,
narrow-minded, open-minded, aim, upside-down.

Cooler: Disappearing words

E

Read the article quickly to check
your answers in Activity 1. How many
quiz questions did you answer correctly?
1.7
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2

4 Read the article. Tick ( ) the main
message of the text. Be a star!
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	•	Give the children some time to think about the three
sentences and decide which is the main message
of the text. Have them compare ideas with the child
next to them.
	•	Read out the sentences and have the children
raise their hands for the one they believe is the
main message. Ask some of the children who don’t
have their hands raised each time why they didn’t
choose that one.

Answer: 3

Teaching star!

Extension

1 Unscramble the words and complete
the sentences.
Answers: 1 upside-down 2 developed 3 aim
4 navigate 5 narrow-minded 6 failed
7 succeed 8 attitude 9 open-minded
10 progress

2 Complete the conversation using
words from Activity 1. Write the verbs
in the correct form.
Answers: 1 progress 2 aim 3 navigate
4 failed 5 succeed 6 attitude 7 narrowminded 8 developed 9 open-minded
10 upside-down
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Use this extra activity to encourage interaction and
develop memory skills.
•	Divide the class into pairs and have them take
turns asking and answering the quiz questions
on page 23. Have them give extra information
where possible in their answers.
•	Finish by challenging the children to ask
you questions from the quiz or other general
knowledge questions about inventions or
discoveries.

PRC

= Pupil’s Resource Centre
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Reading comprehension / Working with words
Pupil’s Book page 24
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Lesson 2

	•	Ask pairs to read out both the original sentence and
their corrected sentence. Ask if the class agrees.
Write the underlined and corrected parts on the
board for each sentence.

Answers: 1 east south 2 Italy China 3 Russia
India

4 1088 859

2 Complete the summary of the second
part of the article. Be a star!
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	•	Refer the children to the example. Point out that
world history is also a correct phrase and ask
why it doesn’t fit here (because of the verb drew).
Remind the children to look not just at the gap but
at the whole sentence.
	•	Have the children continue the activity individually.
	•	Have volunteers read out a sentence each. Ask if
the class agrees.

Answers: 1 maps 2 north
5 developed 6 history

3 attitude

4 fail

Teaching star!

Pairwork

Have children work in pairs to develop their
summarising skills by eliminating extra information
from a text.
•	Have the children count the number of words in the
summary in Activity 2 (there are about 85 words).
•	Tell them the aim is to reduce the text to 65
words but still include the important information.
•	Do the first two sentences as an example:
When Europeans travelled by boat, they
navigated by the North Star so they put north at
the top of their maps.
•	Ask the class what information has been cut or
changed.
•	Have the children work in pairs to reduce the
rest of the text to reach the target of 65 words.
•	Working in pairs will enable the children to
debate various options for how to reduce the
text, as there is no single correct solution to this
challenge.
•	Have volunteers read out their finished texts.

Learning objectives: Summarise a text; Suffixes
(-ous)

SA
M
PL

Materials: Class Audio CD1

E

Resources: PK - Unit 2, Lesson 2; TRC - Working
with words worksheet; PPK - Working with words
activity for Unit 2

Warm-up: What’s the last word?

•	Play What’s the last word? (see Games Bank,
pages 14–17) with track 1.7 from Lesson 1.
•	Suggested words to pause after: trade, guide,
Europe, scientists, progress, attitude, fail, history.

1 Read the article on pages 22–23 again.

Underline and correct the mistakes in the
sentences.
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	•	Refer the children to the example answer. Ask them
where east usually is on a map (on the right). Ask
where it is on the map on page 22 (on the left).
Elicit an alternative correction for the sentence:
The upside-down map shows east on the left and
west on the right.
	•	Have the children continue the activity individually
and then check with a partner.
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3

Discuss the questions.

	•	Discuss the first question with the whole class.
	•	Then give the children some thinking time to
consider question 2.
	•	Ask for suggestions and have the children give
reasons for their answers.

= Teacher’s Resource Centre

PPK

= Pupil’s Practice Kit
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Answers: 1 adventure – adventurous
2 courage – courageous 3 humour – humorous
4 fame – famous
Values

•	Give the children some time to think about the Values
question.
•	Ask them if they agree with the question, and why or
why not.
•	Explain that the important thing is to always be openminded. Your opinion and another person’s opinion
about history may be different. That does not mean
they are wrong!
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Suffixes: -ous
	•	Read out the information in the blue box. Then
write on the board:
Don’t touch that! It’s very danger!
When the boys broke the window, the teacher was
fury!
	•	Ask the children what is wrong with the sentences.
Elicit the correct words and correct the sentences
on the board. Ask the children what changed to
make the correct word (adding -ous).
	•	Ask what type of words dangerous and furious are
(adjectives) and what danger and fury are (nouns).
Draw attention to the -y at the end of fury and elicit
that this changes to an -i in the adjective form.
Check in a dictionary. Which nouns in the
box change before -ous? Write the noun and the
adjective for each definition.
	•	Elicit the adjective for number 1 from the class.
(adventurous) Ask what change is made to the
noun (the -e at the end is dropped). Elicit what
other nouns in the box drop the -e. Explain that with
humour, they need to remove the u to make the
adjective form.
	•	Then have the children write the nouns and
adjectives for numbers 2, 3 and 4.
	•	Write numbers 1–4 vertically on the board and
make two columns – one for nouns and one for
adjectives. Invite volunteers to come and complete
a word each on the board wherever they like. Ask if
everyone agrees.

	•	Ask the children if they can think of any other
adjectives ending in -ous. They may remember
nervous, enormous, delicious and generous, but if
not, you can prompt them with a quick definition.
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Working with words
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Workbook page 19
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Cooler: Team spelling
•	Play Team spelling (see Games Bank, pages 14–
17) with the adjectives from Working with words.
Call out the noun form and have the team write
the adjective on a sheet of paper. You can also
challenge them with nerve (nervous), enormity
(enormous) and generosity (generous).

1 Read the text on Pupil’s Book pages
22–23 again. Circle the correct words to
complete the sentences.
Answers: 1 upside-down 2 top 3 European
4 navigate 5 attitude 6 fail 7 Morocco
8 Chinese 9 India

2 Match to make sentences summarising
the text.
Answers: 1 c 2 e 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 d

3 Add the suffix -ous to make the nouns
into adjectives. Then complete the
sentences with the correct adjectives.
Answers: 1 famous 2 humorous
3 courageous 4 dangerous 5 adventurous
6 mountainous
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Grammar
Pupil’s Book page 25

	•	Ask the children to look at the second sentence
and say when Peter invented his first drink (at that
moment). Ask if they think he tried new inventions
before that day (probably).
	•	Have the children look back at the text on pages
22–23 and find examples of sentences which use
the same structure. Have them raise their hands
when they find one and share it with the class.
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Lesson 3

•	If you have access to the class video, ask
children the questions in the first point above.
Play the video and check their ideas.
•	Play the video again and follow the procedure
above.

Underline the action or event that
happened first.

FR
EE
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	•	Refer the children to the example sentence. Ask
them if they think this person knew about Alexander
Popov before he / she read the article. (no)
	•	Have the children complete the activity individually.
	•	Read out the sentences and have the children raise
their hands to say which action or event happened
first. Ask if the class agree.

Answers: 1 hadn’t heard 2 had travelled west

Learning objectives: Use the past perfect tense to
talk about an event that happened before another
event in the past

3 he’d put up the painting upside-down
newspaper there

4 I’d left my

Teaching star!
Extension

Resources: PK - Unit 2, Lesson 3, Graphic
Grammar video; TRC - Grammar 1 worksheet; PPK Grammar 1 activity; PRC - Review Graphic Grammar
video

Seeing a graphic representation of verb tenses
can help children understand the concept better.
Introduce timelines as teaching aids.
•	Draw this timeline on the board.
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Grammar: Past perfect tense

I read the article

Warm-up: Backs to the board

•	Play Backs to the board (see Games Bank,
pages 14–17) with words from Lesson 1.
•	Suggested words: east, calendar, university,
map, narrow-minded, upside-down.

Look and read.

1
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	•	Draw the children’s attention to the pictures. Ask
What is the boy doing? How does he feel? Why?
What is his mum doing?
	•	Have the children read the sentences in the
Graphic Grammar box. Ask if their ideas were
correct.
	•	Read out the sentences and have the children repeat
them.
	•	Ask them which action happened first – mum arrived
or Peter invented the drink (Peter invented the drink).
Ask how we know it happened first (the verb uses
had + past participle).
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Now

I hadn’t heard of
Alexander Popov.

•	Explain that the line shows time – past, present
and future from left to right.
•	Tell the children this shows the information in
sentence 1 of Activity 2. Point to the parts of
the timeline and ask the children what they are
(vertical line in past = I read the article, dashed
line = I hadn’t heard of Alexander Popov, arrow
indicates we start in the past and then look
back further into the past).
•	Have children copy the timeline into their
notebooks for future reference.
If the children have difficulty with the tenses later,
a timeline can be a quick, visual and effective
reminder.
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perfect form of the verbs in brackets.
	•	Elicit the past participles of the verbs in brackets.
Remind the children they need had(n’t) and the
past participle to describe the earlier event.
	•	Refer the children to the example sentence and
elicit the answer to number 2.
	•	Have the children complete the activity. Write the
incomplete sentences on the board.
	•	Invite children to come and complete a verb each in
the sentences. Ask if the class agrees.

	•	Children continue the activity in pairs. Encourage
them to think of their own ideas to complete the
sentences too.
	•	Invite volunteers to give examples of their
sentences.
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3 Complete the sentences with the past

Cooler: Verb race

•	Divide the class into small groups. Each group
needs a piece of paper and a pen / pencil.
•	Tell the children you will say some verbs. They
must write the past participle of the verb. They
hold up the paper for you to check when finished.
•	Write the past participle on the board each time
for everyone to check.
•	Suggested verbs: hear (heard), put (put), leave
(left), eat (eaten), see (seen), lose (lost), write
(written), choose (chosen), read (read).

Answers: 1 had visited 2 hadn’t eaten

4

4 hadn’t studied

5 had left

Work in pairs. Use the prompts to
make sentences. Start each sentence
with I was ... when I arrived home
because ... Be a star!
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3 had seen

	•	Ask two children to read out the example sentences
and have the class give suggestions for how to
finish the second one (e.g. someone had broken
my laptop).
Workbook page 20

1 Complete the table.
Answers: Past simple: was, did, saw, knew,
took, wrote Past perfect: had been, had done,
had seen, had known, had taken, had written
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2 Circle the correct form of the verb.
Answers: 1 had left 2 was 3 had gone
4 had forgotten 5 didn’t speak 6 had decided

3 Complete the text. Write the verbs in the
past perfect tense.
Answers: 1 had broken 2 hadn’t picked
3 had made 4 had forgotten 5 had washed up
6 hadn’t vacuumed 7 had cooked

4

Write about all of the things you had
done by 5 o’clock yesterday.
Answers: Children’s own answers.
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Remind the children that they can refer to Grammar
reference page 119 to help them when completing
these activities.

PRC

= Pupil’s Resource Centre
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Language in use

Vocabulary
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Lesson 4

•	Refer the children to the vocabulary panel at the
top of the page. Use each word in a sentence
and have the children say which word you used,
e.g. Let’s sing a song and record it on my phone!
Then we can play it back and listen to it. Then
we can film a dance and make a video! Check
the children’s pronunciation and repeat the word
again for them to say, if necessary.
•	Ask the children to identify the words from your
definitions:
To record moving pictures with a video camera.
(film)
To play something you recorded to listen to it
again. (play back)

Pupil’s Book page 26

1.8

Listen and say.

FR
EE

1

Learning objectives: Use reflexive pronouns
Vocabulary: film, play back

SA
M
PL

Materials: Class Audio CD1

E

Resources: PK - Unit 2, Lesson 4, Language
in use video; TRC - Grammar 2 worksheet; PPK Grammar 2 activity; PRC - Review audio track 1.8
and Language in use video

•	Have the children look at the photo. Ask Who can
you see? (Laura and Julia) Where do you think they
are? What do you think they’re talking about? What
is Laura doing with the computer?
•	Play the audio and have the children follow and
check their ideas about the photo. Ask What is Laura
doing on the computer? (teaching herself to play the
guitar) What do they plan to do? (learn to play the
guitar and play in the school concert)
•	Play the audio again. Stop after each sentence and
have the children repeat.
•	Ask the children to look at the sentence I’m
teaching myself to play the guitar. Ask What’s
the subject of the sentence / Who is the sentence
about? (I – me). Ask What other word in the
sentence means ‘I’ or ‘me’? (myself)
•	Have the children look at the list in the Look! box
and ask how the words change when they are
plural (-self changes to -selves).
•	Divide the class into pairs and have them act out
the dialogue. Then they change roles and act it out
again.

Warm-up: Memory chain

FR
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•	Start a memory chain by saying, e.g. Before I
came to school, I’d eaten breakfast. Encourage
the next child to repeat your sentence and also
add a new item (connected with a morning
activity) e.g. Before I came to school, I’d eaten
breakfast and I’d cleaned my teeth.
•	Each new child in the chain remembers and
repeats what the others said and then adds an
action. The sentence gets one action longer
every time.
•	In large classes, divide the children into groups of
seven or eight to play the game so everyone can
be more active and have their turns sooner.
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•	If you have access to the class video, play the
video and follow the same procedure as above.
•	Play the video again and have the children
repeat. Have them imitate the intonation and
body language as closely as possible.

2 Complete the sentences with the correct

reflexive pronoun.
•	Refer the children to the example answer. Elicit
why it is yourself. (Because the subject of the verb
is you.)
•	Have the children continue the activity individually.
•	Ask children to read out the completed sentences.
Ask if the class agrees. Write the correct words on
the board.

= Teacher’s Resource Centre

PPK

= Pupil’s Practice Kit
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5 himself 6 themselves

Think of things you can teach
yourself. What could you do to help you
learn?

3

•	Elicit a few examples of things people can teach
themselves and what they can use to help them.
Then give a little more thinking time for the children
to think of more ideas.
•	Have the children raise their hands to give an
example and say what they could use to help.

4

E

4 herself

•	Divide the class into pairs and have them make
new dialogues with activities of their choice.
Remind them to use the dialogue in Activity 1 as a
model.
•	Ask if any pairs would like to perform their dialogue
for the class.
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Answers: 1 yourself 2 ourselves 3 yourselves

Cooler: Disappearing sentences

•	Play Disappearing sentences (see Games Bank,
pages 14–17) with a section of the dialogue in
Activity 1: from I’m teaching myself … to … lots
of different things.

Make a new dialogue. Use your ideas
in Activity 3. Be a star!
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•	Have two children read out the beginning of the
dialogue. Elicit from the class how this could
continue (e.g. How are you doing that?).

Workbook page 21

If done in class:
	•	refer the children to the example and ask Why
‘yourselves’? (The dad is talking to the children,
so it’s ‘you’ even if it’s not mentioned.)
	•	have the children choose the correct word for the
other sentences.
	•	have children read out complete sentences. Ask if
everyone agrees.
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Answers: 1 C 2 A 3 B 4 C 5 B 6 A

Remind the children that they can refer to Grammar
reference page 119 to help them when completing
these activities.

1

Circle the correct words to
complete the sentences.
ey
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	•	This activity helps prepare the children for
part 2 of the Reading and Writing paper of the
Cambridge English Key for Schools exam.
The children should be encouraged to read the
complete sentence to themselves to check it
sounds good.

PRC
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2 Complete the text with the words in the
box.
Answers: 1 myself 2 themselves 3 herself
4 himself 5 ourselves
7 yourself

6 yourselves

Grammar reference (page 119)
1 Complete the sentences with the correct
tense: past simple or past perfect.
Answers: 1 had lost 2 wasn’t
4 had gone 5 didn’t play

3 had seen

2 Complete the sentences with the correct
reflexive pronoun.
Answers: 1 herself 2 myself 3 ourselves
4 yourself

5 himself 6 themselves
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Pupil’s Book page 27
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Listening

Look at the photos. Where do
you think the people are? What are they
doing there? Listen and check your ideas.
1.9

Audioscript
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Lesson 5
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Woman: There were two famous explorers who
wanted to race to the South Pole. The
British explorer Robert Scott and the
Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen.
The South Pole is in Antarctica and is the
coldest place on Earth. The journey to the
South Pole is very difficult and dangerous
because of the freezing temperatures.
Captain Scott had been to Antarctica in
1901 to do scientific research. Amundsen
had spent a winter in Antarctica but hadn’t
yet tried to reach the South Pole.
Both men planned their expedition in
different ways because they had different
aims. Both wanted to reach the South Pole
first, but Scott also wanted to do scientific
research on the way.
Scott decided to use horses, and sledges
Man:
with engines. He thought they would give
him an advantage. Amundsen taught
himself and his men to use dogs to pull the
sledges.
Scott and his team started in November
1911. But it was too cold for the horses.
Also, the engines on the sledges
broke down. So Scott’s men had to tie
themselves to the sledges and pull them.
This was very slow and tiring, but they
continued.
Woman: Amundsen’s team began their expedition
in October 1911. Their dogs were good at
pulling sledges in the day and keeping
themselves warm at night. This helped
Amundsen make good progress.
Man:
Scott and his team arrived at the South
Pole on 17 January 1912 – and saw a
Norwegian flag. Amundsen’s men had
arrived there first, on 14 December 1911.
Scott’s team had lost the race.
Woman: After they reached the South Pole,
Amundsen’s team succeeded in getting
back to camp safely.
Man:
But Scott’s team got into trouble because
the weather became very bad. Their
journey back to camp took longer, so they
didn’t have enough food. Although Scott
and his men had lost the race, they are
remembered as heroes – their courage and
their scientific research helped us to know
more about Antarctica.

Learning objectives: Listen for similarities and
differences
Vocabulary: engine, expedition, hero, journey, race,
sledge, South Pole
PRC
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Materials: Class Audio CD1

- Review

E

Resources: PK - Unit 2, Lesson 5;
audio track 1.9

Warm-up: Team sentences

•	Play Team sentences (see Games Bank, pages
14–17) with sentences from the last lesson.

Vocabulary

FR
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•	Have the children identify the words in the
vocabulary panel from your definitions:
When you travel from one place to another.
(journey)
Transport for people on snow or ice. (sledge)
The place that’s the furthest south you can go on
the planet. (South Pole)
The machine that makes a car move. (engine)
A competition to see who is the fastest. (race)
A person who people like because he is brave.
(hero)
A long journey to a dangerous or remote place.
(expedition)
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1.9 Listen

again and write T (True) or F

(False).
Answers: 1 F 2 T 3 F 4 T 5 F 6 T

= Teacher’s Resource Centre
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= Pupil’s Practice Kit
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notes to complete the table.
Then listen again and check. Be a star!
Answers:
Robert Scott

Roald Amundsen

Aim of
expedition:

be first to reach
South Pole,
do scientific
research

be first to reach
South Pole

Had they been ...
before?

yes

yes

Transport:

horses, sledges
with engines

dogs and sledges

Start date:

November 1911

October 1911

Arrival date:

17 January 1912

14 December
1911
Amundsen’s
team returned
safely.

	•	Elicit a sentence for a similarity and a difference
using both and whereas, e.g. Both expeditions used
sledges. Scott used horses whereas Amundsen
used dogs. Write these sentences on the board.
	•	Have the children continue discussing similarities
and differences in pairs. Then ask for their
suggestions.

Cooler: Collocations

•	Play Collocations (see Games Bank, pages
14–17) with the following words:
Column 1 – famous / reach / plan / scientific /
work / make / Norwegian / lose / get
Column 2 – hard / the race / explorers / an
expedition / into trouble / research / flag /
good progress / the South Pole

Read the article about a young
man going on an expedition.
Are sentences 1–7 ‘Right’ (A) or ‘Wrong’
(B)?
If there is not enough information to
answer ‘Right’ (A) or ‘Wrong’ (B),
choose ‘Doesn’t say’ (C).
ey
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1
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Workbook pages 22–23

Compare and contrast the two
expeditions.
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What happened
Scott’s team
on the way back? didn’t have
enough food.

4

E

1.9 Take
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	•	This activity helps prepare the children for
part 4 of the Reading and Writing paper of the
Cambridge English Key for Schools exam.

Answers: 1 B 2 C 3 A 4 A 5 C 6 B

7B
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Writing / Learning to learn
Pupil’s Book pages 28–29
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Lesson 6

4 Prepare an opinion essay on

the topic: ‘Are zoos a good
idea?’ Work with a partner to
complete the essay plan.
•	Elicit from the class an opening
sentence for the introduction and
write it on the board.
•	Children work in pairs to complete
the rest of the plan with their own
ideas.

5 Use your plan to write an

FR
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opinion essay. Use some of
the phrases below.
Be a star!

•	The children use their plan from
Activity 4 to write an opinion essay.

Learning objectives: Understand the structure of a for-and-against
essay; Write an essay
Resources:

PK

- Unit 2, Lesson 6

Materials: A book with an index to show the class

1

Read the opinion essay. Match paragraphs 1–4
to the descriptions. Is the writer for or against space
tourism?
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Answers: 1 c 2 b 3 d 4 a

E

•	Decide on the answer for paragraph 1 with the class.
•	Have the children match the other paragraphs to the descriptions.
•	Say the numbers of the paragraphs and have the children say the
corresponding letters.

2 Read the essay again. What two advantages and

disadvantages of space tourism does the writer give?
•	Ask the class for one example of an advantage. Then have
children find the advantages and disadvantages in the text.
•	Have the children raise their hands to suggest answers.

Answers: Advantages: see amazing things, find new places to live
Disadvantages: expensive, don’t know if it’s safe

3 Underline the words or expressions the writer uses to

introduce an argument.
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•	Have the children find the example phrase On the one hand … in
the text.
•	Children find and underline six more phrases to introduce an
argument.
•	Ask the children for the phrases and write them on the board.

Answers: On the one hand, Firstly, In addition, On the other hand,
Secondly, In conclusion, In my opinion
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Suggested answer: For some

people, the only time they will ever
see wild animals from around the
world is in a zoo. Zoos can be exciting
and fun, but are they a good idea?
On the one hand, there are important
advantages to zoos. Firstly, they
can teach us a lot about our world’s
animals. In addition, the animals are
protected from predators and people,
so endangered animals can live
safely. Without zoos, some animals
could become extinct.
On the other hand, animals in zoos do
not live a natural life. They usually don’t
have the same habitat as their natural
home and they may not be happy.
In conclusion, zoos can be great
places to visit for all the family. They
can protect animals, but we must
remember that the animals should
also be happy.

Learning to learn
Use an index
•	Children read the information. Show
them a real index in a reference book.
Look at part of an index from a
reference book. Answer the
questions.
•	Children answer the questions.
•	Conduct class feedback.

Answers: 1 page 138 2 three
3 Bold indicates a page where a
term is defined or where the main
discussion on the subject is.
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Workbook pages 23–25
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•	Elicit the phrases and write them on the board.
Then elicit which heading each phrase goes
under.

Answers: For different ideas: on the one
hand, on the other hand
For similar ideas: firstly, secondly, in addition
For the last paragraph: in conclusion, in my
opinion

3 Read the essay notes on the topic
‘Should we make the school holidays
longer?’ Write the numbers in the
correct columns.

Answers: Introduction: 2, 7, 9 Advantages:

Learning to learn

1

FR
EE

•	Children complete the table using Activity 1 as
a guide.

1, 5, 6

Read the index and answer the
questions.

4 Use your own ideas to write two more
advantages and disadvantages.
Then write a conclusion.
•	Children work in pairs to think of one more
advantage and disadvantage. Then they decide
what their opinion is and write a short conclusion.
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Answers: 1 page 220 2 three 3 The entries
in an index are in alphabetical order. 4 pages
62–63 5 sea creatures

Disadvantages: 3, 4, 8

Prepare to write

Ready to write

1 Match the information about the
structure of an essay.

5 Write your essay on the topic, ‘Should
we make the school holidays longer?’

•	Children match the paragraphs to the
information they contain.

FR
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Answers: 1 c 2 a 3 d 4 b

2 Find and circle the expressions used
to present an argument. Write them
under the correct headings.
•	Children find and circle six more phrases.

PRC

= Pupil’s Resource Centre
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6

Read and check what you wrote in
Activity 5.

7 Rewrite the essay in your notebook.
Use the points in Activity 6 to improve
your work.
•	The children write a final version in their
notebook.
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Vocabulary
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Lesson 7

•	Refer children to the vocabulary panel at the top
of the page.
•	Ask the children Which word means something
that is protected from water? Which word means
something that seems silly because it is for little
children? Which word means something that
looks like it’s designed for sport?
•	Ask Is anyone wearing anything sporty today?
Has anyone got anything waterproof – a phone,
a camera, a raincoat? What TV programmes do
you think are childish?

Pupil’s Book page 30

1 Look at the watches. How are they the

same? How are they different? Which
one do you prefer?
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	•	Have the children look at the photos and say what
similarities and differences they can see. Take a
vote with a show of hands for their favourite watch.

2

Learning objectives: Compare and contrast two
items
Vocabulary: childish, sporty, waterproof

SA
M
PL

Materials: Class Audio CD1

E

Resources: PK - Unit 2, Lesson 7; TRC Vocabulary 2 worksheet; PPK - Vocabulary activity;
PRC - Review audio track 1.10

Warm-up: Telephone

FR
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•	Play Telephone (see Games Bank, pages 14–17).
•	Suggested sentences:
Zoos can be exciting and fun, but are they a
good idea?
Without zoos, some animals could become
extinct.
In conclusion, zoos can be great places to visit
for all the family.
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1.10 Listen

to the dialogue and
complete the sentences. Which watch
does the boy decide to buy?

	•	Tell the children they will hear two people talking
about the watches in the photos.
	•	Play the audio. Have the children complete the
sentences from the conversation. Play the audio
again if necessary.
	•	Ask the children which watch Andy decided to buy.
	•	Have individual children read out one of their
completed sentences. Ask if everyone agrees.
	•	Write the words on the board for everyone to check.

Audioscript
Boy: Which watch should I buy with my birthday
money? I’ve found two and I like them both.
Girl: The black one looks really cool whereas the
other looks childish.
Boy: I don’t agree, I think it looks fun and colourful.
Girl: The black one is more useful, though. Look, it
records information about health and fitness.
Boy: That’s true, but it’s much more expensive. Do
they both need batteries?
Girl: Let me check … Yes, the black one needs
batteries and so does the other.
Boy: And they’re both waterproof, which is good.
Girl: Why don’t you get the colourful one if you like
it? Then you’ll have some money left over to
buy something else too.
Boy: That’s a good idea.

Answers: 1 cool, childish 2 fun, colourful
3 useful 4 expensive 5 batteries 6 waterproof
he decides to buy the red watch
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	•	Have the children look at the photos of the trainers
and think about what’s the same and what’s
different. Ask for suggestions.
	•	Children complete the chart. While they are doing
this, draw the chart on the board.
	•	Invite children to come to the board and put ticks
in the appropriate boxes. Ask if the class agrees.
Emphasise that children may have different
opinions for some sections of the chart.

Suggested answers:
comfortable

colourful sporty cool expensive

Pair A

4

	•	Draw attention to the phrase box and elicit some
example sentences with the phrases (e.g. They’re
both expensive. These ones are colourful whereas
the other ones look cool.).
	•	Have the children compare ideas with their partner
and decide which trainers they are going to buy.
	•	Ask volunteers which trainers they chose. Did
everyone agree?
	•	Ask if any pairs would like to act out their
conversation for the class.

Cooler: Shark game

•	Play the Shark game (See Games Bank, pages
14–17) with some of the key vocabulary from this
unit.
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Pair B

E

Look at the trainers. What’s the same
and what’s different? Complete the table.
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3

Act out a dialogue in pairs. Compare
the trainers and decide which ones to
buy. Use the phrases to help you.
Be a star!

	•	Give the children a minute or two to think about
what they are going to say about the trainers.
	•	Divide the class into pairs. Ask one pair to read out
the example sentences for the start of the dialogue.

FR
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Workbook page 26

PRC
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1 Complete the conversation with
phrases from the box.
Answers: 1 they’re both 2 this one is
3 sporty 4 so does 5 waterproof 6 whereas
the other 7 childish 8 will look better
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Think about it!
Pupil’s Book page 31

	•	Draw attention to the key and elicit how each
coloured square relates to the pie chart.
	•	Answer question 1 as a class, asking the children
to give reasons.
	•	Have the children answer the other questions in pairs.
	•	Conduct class feedback.
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Lesson 8

Answers: 1 1–3 hours 2 more than 6 hours
3, 4 Children’s own answers.

2 Now look at the bar graphs. Answer the
questions.
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	•	Go over the bar graphs and check that children
understand what information each one shows.
Answer question 1 as a class.
	•	Have the children answer the remaining questions
in pairs.
	•	Ask volunteers to answer the questions. Ask if the
class agrees.

Answers: 1 10% 2 3–6 hours 3 Most 11-yearolds spend 0–3 hours looking at a screen each day.
Most 16-year-olds spend 1–6 hours looking at a
screen each day. 4 Children’s own answers.

3 Which do you think is better for

Learning objectives: Apply thinking skills: interpret
and evaluate visual information
PK

- Unit 2, Lesson 8;

Warm-up: Odd word out

TRC

-

TG

- Unit

E

Resources:
test
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•	Write on the board the following groups of words:
1 space spaceship moon planet
2 trainers sporty childish waterproof
3 spaceship car sledge South Pole
4 east south top west
•	Ask the children to look and decide which is
the odd word out in each group and why. Invite
suggestions from the class – there may be
alternative answers.
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Suggested answers: 1 spaceship (transport,
others are features of space) 2 trainers (clothes /
noun, others are adjectives) 3 South Pole (place,
others are transport) 4 top (position, others are
directions)
1 Look at the pie chart and answer the

questions.

	•	Have the children look at the pie chart and elicit
what it shows (how many hours 11-year-olds in
England spend looking at a screen every day).
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comparing information, a pie chart or a
bar graph? Why? What other types of
graph could you use?

	•	Read the question together. Give the children some
thinking time, then ask for suggestions.
	•	Ask the children to imagine two pie charts – one for
11-year-olds and one for 16-year-olds. Would the
difference between the results for each age group
be clear? (No – a bar chart is clearer.)
	•	Ask them if they know other types of graph (e.g. a
line graph – good for showing progress).

4

Carry out a class survey on screen
time (or use your own idea for a topic).
Make a graph to show your results.
Be a star!

	•	Elicit the question that children will ask each other,
e.g. How many hours a day do you spend on a
screen? (Less than one, one to three, three to six or
six or more?)
	•	Ask for ideas for alternative topics. Write some
suggestions on the board. Elicit questions for these
topics.
	•	Ask how the children will organise their results (e.g.
by writing the answer options in a list with space for
ticks next to each one).
	•	Have the children survey their classmates and
record the answers. They can work individually, or
in pairs or groups.
	•	Now have them make a pie or bar chart to show the
results, by hand, on a computer, in class or later at
home. Remind them to use a key or labels.
	•	Invite volunteers to present their graph to the class.
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•	Have a confident child join you at the front.
Explain that you will ask questions for him / her
to answer, but he / she must never say yes or no.
•	Ask questions about today’s lesson topic: Do you
use a computer a lot? Do you use your phone
more? How many hours a day? Really? Isn’t that
too much? Where is your computer at home? In
your bedroom? Are you sure?
•	Divide the class into pairs and have them take
turns playing the game. Have them change roles
every time someone says yes or no.

Workbook pages 26–27
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Activity 4 requires children to move around the
classroom and mingle. However, if classes are
very large, or there is little space in the classroom,
this can be difficult. To allow children extended
speaking practice when space is limited, follow
these steps.
•	Follow the first three points above for Activity 4.
•	Then divide the class into groups of six to eight.
The children must ask questions to all other
children in the group. They record their answers
as above. Point out that more than one person
in the group can speak at the same time.
•	Conduct feedback and write the results for each
group on the board so children can work out
results for the whole class.

Cooler: Don’t say yes or no

E

Group work
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Teaching star!

Check-up challenge

1 Find the incorrect word in each
sentence. Use the words in the box to
correct them.
Answers: 1 engines sledges 2 succeed

FR
EE

fail 3 sporty waterproof 4 film play
5 upside-down remote 6 aim progress

2 Find the subject pronouns in the
wordsearch. Then write them with their
reflexive pronouns.

PRC
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Answers: 1 they – themselves 2 we –
ourselves 3 I – myself 4 she – herself 5 you
– yourself 6 he – himself 7 you – yourselves

3 Complete with the correct verb in
the correct form: past simple or past
perfect.
Answers: 1 woke 2 had fallen 3 didn’t hear
4 came 5 got up 6 went 7 had tried 8 had
already started
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Review
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Pupil’s Book pages 32–33
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Learning objectives: Review vocabulary and
grammar from Units 1 and 2; Practise CE: Key for
Schools, Reading and Writing, Part 5
Resources:

PK

- Unit 2, Review 1

Materials: Class Audio CD1

Warm-up: Missing vowels

FR
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•	Write the following vertically on the board: wtrprf /
chldsh / spc trsm / xpdtn / jrny / pn-mndd / psddwn (Solution: waterproof / childish / space
tourism / expedition / journey / open-minded /
upside-down).
•	Tell the children these are all words from Unit
2. They need to add the vowels a, e, i, o or u to
make them complete. They can check in their
books if they want.
•	Give the children some thinking time and then
invite volunteers to the board to write a complete
word next to its reduced form. Ask if the class
agrees. Ask the children if they can remember
what the lesson was about where they first learnt
the word.
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1 Complete the sentences with the correct

words.
	•	Refer the children to the example sentence.
	•	Have the children continue the activity individually.
	•	Write numbers 1–10 on the board. Invite children
to come and write a word each. Ask if everyone
agrees.

Answers: 1 foreground 2 extinct 3 species
4 behaviour 5 journey 6 Predators
8 attitude 9 engines 10 failed

7 aim

2 Circle the correct form of the verbs to

complete the text.
	•	Have the children read the text quickly and say
what it is about.
	•	Refer them to the example and ask why it is went
(we know exactly when the action happened).
	•	Elicit the answer for numbers 2 and 3 and ask the
children to explain why.
	•	Have the children continue the activity individually
and then compare with a partner.
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Answers: 1 went 2 saw 3 had never seen 4 fell
5 has observed 6 has taken 7 travelled 8 had
filmed
3

In pairs, ask and answer questions
about Michelle Vincent.

	•	Elicit the complete questions for each of the
prompts and have the class repeat.
	•	Divide the class into pairs and have them take turns
asking and answering about Michelle.
	•	Then have them repeat the activity, with the person
answering using their memory and not the book.

Read the article about a famous
inventor. Choose the best word (A, B or
C) for each space.
ey

This activity helps prepare the children for part 5 of the
Reading and Writing paper of the Cambridge Key for
Schools exam. The children should be encouraged to
read the text quickly for an overview before starting the
exercise.
	•	Have the children read the text quickly and say
who the text is about and why he is famous.
	•	Elicit the answer for number 1 and have the class
read out the complete sentence containing the
example and number 1. Point out that ‘hearing’ the
complete sentence is often useful to help find the
right word.
	•	Have the children complete the activity individually.
	•	Ask children to read out complete sentences. Ask if
the others agree. Write the words on the board.
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4 Complete the words to make compound

E

6
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	•	Ask children to read out the sentences. Ask if
everyone agrees.

nouns.

	•	Elicit a compound word starting with rain. See if
the children can find more than one alternative
(rainbow, raincoat).
	•	Have the children make compound nouns with the
other words.
	•	Ask for suggestions to finish the words and write all
possible alternatives on the board.

Answers: 1 rainforest 2 earphones 3 background
4 waterproof 5 campsite 6 countryside

Answers: 1 A 2 B 3 B 4 C 5 A 6 C 7 B

8C

Cooler: Disappearing words
•	Play Disappearing words (see Games Bank,
pages 14–17) with some key vocabulary from this
Review.

5 Write the noun or adjective form of the

E

words. Use a dictionary to check your
spelling.
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	•	Go over the example and then elicit the missing
noun for the adjective famous. Then have the
children complete the other missing words.
	•	Ask children for their answers and write them on
the board.

Answers: dangerous, fame, curious, courage,
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anxious
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